The new millennium has brought about tangible changes into the scholarly paradigm of translation studies, thus, re-forming traditional research strategies. Translation-focused investigation of intertextuality is carries out by representatives of different schools and trends. Generalization and systematization of their contribution makes manifest the following
The article refl ects an effort to scrutinize signifi cant developments in the fi eld of interfaces between intertextuality and translation, as well as to provide the general outline of approaches towards intertextuality research within the framework of translation studies. The research is topical as it is the fi rst attempt at an overview of the overall strategies towards adapting intertextuality to translation analysis.
The term intertextuality is so broad that some scholars predict the danger: any researcher may bestow it with any meaning s/he fancies and this meaning will be correct [15, p. 2] . According to the apt remark of William Irving, most critics regard intertextuality as a stylish way to speak about allusions and infl uences [21, p. 228 ]. Yet originally this term used to explain the very ontology of literature rather than allusions as a literary phenomenon. On the one hand, intertextuality is a method of reading one text through the other, on the other hand, it is "a recognition and belief that all texts exist in a network of relations" [5, p. 171] . The researchers tend to focus on intertextuality as a method and disregard it being a philosophical and ideological trend as well as an integral parameter of textuality in general. Thus, the novelty of the research lies in the effort to highlight and generalize most widespread as well as marginal but perspective approaches towards intertextuality within the translation studies framework as well as to afford their practical interpretation.
Intertextuality is so widely employed as a method of analyzing explicit references to other texts that it seems to have lost all connections with deconstruction that gave rise to it. Since each sign keeps traces of other signs, each discourse -traces of other discourses, each text -traces of other texts, all text are virtually intertexts. Some intertexts are explicit while others are so implicit that even the author himself may be unaware of them. In the philosophical sense the phenomenon of intertextuality entails: 1) the ability of any text to generate senses through the presence or copresence of other texts in it; 2) the shift of the authoritative right on true understanding of the text from the author to the reader; 3) the recognition of inner instability of the text and correspondingly, the possibility of multiple interpretations.
Derived from the Latin intertexto (intermingle while weaving) intertextuality is a term fi rst introduced by French semiotician Julia Kristeva in the late 1960s. The scholar argues that a literary work is not simply the product of a single author, but of its relationship to other texts and to the structures of language itself. Thus, any writing is not absolutely creative because it always repeats something previously repeated.
The translation studies research of intertextuality can cover a lot of problems as the translation itself can be viewed as an intertextual phenomenon. Peeter Torop draws a parallel between the translation activity and the author's strategy of integrating somebody else's word into one's individual style [12, p. 169] . The secondary nature of both activities derives from their relying on prototexts.
As "each text is an intertext", "a multidimentional space in which a variety of writing, none of them original, blend and clash" [14, p . 146] , the text we translate from can be regarded as an original only conventionally as its originality, according to Kristeva Pound's terminoid vortex (whirlwind) is also very close to the term intertext: "the power of traditions, centuries of race consciousness, conventions, associations" that live in words. In the1930s Ezra Pound referred to this "charging of the language" as logopoeia, "the dance of intellect among words" comprising direct meanings of words, their traditional use, context and implicit irony [27, p. 170].Since logopoeia implies intertextual associations, this notion confl ates with the deconstructive metaphor play and the postulate about the language generating senses as thereis nothing behind the language. According to E. Pound, logopoeia cannot be translated, only paraphrased.
This method is also called interpretative: the translator shows "where the treasures lie" making the target reader feel the fl avour of the original (e.g. Pound's translation of the early Italian prose where he used English of the pre-Elizabethan epoch). If not interpretative, the translation is "the other sort" where the interpreter is making a new poem [26] .
Similar dichotomy is typical of later translation typologies: illusionist and antiillusionst (I. Levy), affi rmative and controversial (A. Popovic), formal and pragmatic (Yu. Nida), semantic and communicative equivalence (P. Newmark), primary and secondary functions of translation in the polysystem (I. Even-Zohar), documentary and instrumental (Ch. Nord), covert and overt translations (J.House) and the key dichotomy of foreignizing and domestication that dates back to F. Schleiermacher.
Pound's theory fl ashes out two approaches to comprehending intertextuality within the contemporary translation theory framework: 1) the word (Logos) accumulates explicit and implicit senses that require adequate translation; 2) secondary texts (metatexts) comprise all texts derivative of a prototext with various degrees of originality.
In the 1970s Anton Popovič ("Aspects of metatexts ", 1967) [25] elaborated a detailed typology of intertextual (his term is metatextual) links both at microstylistic and macrostylistic levels of the text. He employs the term metacommunication to describe all types of text interpretation -by translators, literary critics, scholars and readers. Metatexts are discriminated according to their correlation with the prototext in different aspects: semantic, stylistic, axiological and in the aspect of reproducing the authors strategy.
According to the axiological and stylistic criterion metatexts can be: a) affi rmative imitating the prototext and b) controversial which contradict the prototext; in both cases they can be either explicit or implicit.
Since the 1990s intertextuality has become one of the main parameters of discourse analysis. Basil Hatim and Ian Mason ("Discourse and the Translator", 1990) defi ne intertextuality as a semiotic category: a sign system that expands the boundary of the textual meaning through connotations. A pragmatic status of an intertextual reference takes priority over its semiotic and informative status. In other words, to be adequate to the intention behind the allusion a translator can sacrifi ce this allusion by shifting or even neutralizing it[20, p. 134].
Albrecht Neubert and Gregory Schreve ("Translation as Text", 1992) conceive of intertextuality from the angle of the prototypical semantics. Intertextuality is perceived as the most important quality of the text along with intentionality, informativity, situationality, acceptability, cohesion and coherence. It is a model the reader compares with already existing samples abstracted from his / her experience. In other words, intertextuality is a set of the reader's textual expectations that should be heeded by a translator.
Intertextuality has a structure of the prototype with the hard core (typical features of the genre, which the reader easily identifi es) and blurred edges of the periphery where some features are shared by different genres or text-types. Each translation has double intertextuality: the original has intertextual links with texts of the source language (SL) and translation establishes intertextual links with the texts of the target language (TL). The translator should give preference to textual connections of the TL to meet the target reader's (TR's) expectations. In general, the translator is the mediator of intertextuality of the source text (ST) and the target text (TT), thus translation can be referred to as mediated intertextuality.
Sometimes the translator makes the language of the original "to show through" the translated text and create intertextual hybrids. If such translations are repeated, they can result in lingual changes and introduce new textual traditions into the TL, "to enlarge the set of its cognitive repertoire"[23, p. 117-123].
George Steiner ("After Babel. Aspects of Language and Translation", 1992) regards intertextual elements in the broad culturological sense (not only words but also forms, themes and motifs) and refers to them as topologies of culture [30, p. 448] .Topologies are "manifold transformations and reordering of relations between an initial verbal events and its subsequent reappearances in other verbal or non-verbal forms". Correspondingly, topoi are "invariants and constants underlying the manifold verbal, formal and thematic shapes and expressions in our culture" [30, p. 449] .
The phenomenon of translation is also viewed correspondingly: "Defi ned topologically a culture is a sequence of translations and transformations of constants". G. Steiner substitutes the term intertextualityby his coinage interanimation : "The new beginning draws on precedent or canonical models so as to reduce the menacing emptiness which surrounds novelty" [30, p. 477] .This "transfer of souls" (interanimation) has exerted infl uence on a substantial portion of Western literature, plastic art and philosophy and can vary from the obvious repletion to implicit allusion and change almost beyond recognition.
Translation studies paradigm of intertextuality has been elaborated by P. Torop ("Total translation", 1995). Total translation covers 1) textual translation -translation of the whole text into the whole text; 2) metatextual translation -translation of the whole text into the culture: commentaries, reviews, ads; 3) intertextual translation -the author translates into his text somebody else's word or the whole complex of them; 4) extratextual translation-splits the text into codes rendered by other than verbal means (screen production) [12, p. 23-24] .
Torop discriminates between the terms intertextuality and intextuality as broad and narrow understanding of intertextual links. Intertextuality is the whole semiotic space that generates senses and connects parallel or related phenomena within the same generation or literary trend. Intexuality is defi ned as elements of one text in another one, intexts have double function: as a unit of a given text and as a link to the prototext [12, p. 155] .
Torop describes two strategies of reproducing intexts depending on the type of their connection with the prototext : 1) recoding -adequate reproduction of the form; and 2) transponation -adequate reproduction of the content. Recoding consists of macrostylistic, microstylistic translation and citation, transponation comprises descriptive, thematic, free and expressive translations [12, p. 164-165] .
Umberto Eco ("To Say Almost the Same Thing: Experiences in Translation", 2003) views intertextuality in the poststructuralist light. The scholar introduces the term intertextual irony but the component irony loses its rhetorical and stylistic meaning. Intertextual irony is always implicit as 1) its references to other texts are not obvious, it is just "winking at the possible intellectual reader"; 2) it gives the possibility of dual reading: "the text can be read and enjoyed naively feeling no intertextual references, or the reader can fully comprehend those references and even hunt for them" [4, p. 259].
U. Eco advises a translator not to be afraid of radical transformations and substitute allusions that are unlikely to be known to the TR by absolutely different ones that can create similar pragmatic effect and evoke similar response. Over the course of the past decade the ideas reverberating with the translation-focused notion of intertextuality has rapidly acquired currency among Ukrainian authors despite their diverse terminological preferences.
For Marina Novikova ("Myths and Mission", 2005) translation is the most obvious form of intercultural dialogue: "Translation has transformed all literary plots into international and wandering ones, all authors (together with their multilingual translators ) have turned into "narrators" while all national languages and cultures got involved into a direct dialogue where interlocutors speak about the same though differently" (Tr. by O. D.) [8, p. 47] .
The structure of the book represents stages of this dialogue or intertextual connections: chapter 1 analyses translation as a dialogue of languages, cultures and mentalities; chapter 2 focuses on the national dialogue of "my" and "the other" in the culture; chaper 3 elucidates history as a dialogue of epochs; chapter 4 views metahistory (religion and faith) as a dialogue of time and the timeless values.
The scholar accentuates one of the favourite "orally theoretical' ideas of Mykola Lukash -"the method of thin layers or rings": even the culture whose development was hindered keeps hints, "shifting traces" of great European styles resembling thin rings in the trunk of the tree in its hard years. M. Novikova argues that translators of Dante should take into account not only the experience of previous translators but also analyze so called Dante's "prototypes" generated by the Ukrainian culture: Ivan Franko "translated" Dante into his own lyrical poems, Lessya Ukrainka-into her dramas and Mykhailo Drai-Khmara -into his new coinages [2, p. 45, 49-51].
The unique approach of M. Novikova is to read some texts (namely, "The Lass that Made the Bed to Me" by R. Burns, "Carman" by P. Merimee and "The Snow Maiden" by A. Ostrovskyi as implicit mythological intertexts (mythoworlds). She goes to great length to demonstrate that even the best translation can put out this "glimmer of the myth". The most radical change is the shift of genre markers, e.g. Robert Burns ballad in the translation by Mykola Lukash is transformed into a folk song and in Samuel Marshak's translation -into a romantic elegy [2, p. 94] .
Andriy Sodomora ("The Study of one Verse", 2006) avoids the term "intertextuality", yet widely explores this phenomenon. The intertextual analysis traced throughout the monograph goes beyond allusions and quotations into the whole intertextual space that often remains implicit.
Instead of "intertextuality" A. Sodomora uses bright metaphors: "circles on the water running from the source" [11, p. 184 ], "reverberation" [11, p. 186] , "go to the distance" [11, p. 327] , "return to the proto-sources" [11, p. 130] etc. Intertexts are very individual, they appear "from the shadow of memory" that is an unconscious remembrance of something previously read which has become a part of your soul [11, p. 352] .
The fi rst scholarly attempts to elaborate the intertextual paradigm in the Ukrainian translation studies was done by Laryssa Hrek [1] , Olena Kopyl'na [7] , Anzhela Kamianets and Tetiana Nekriach [6] . A. Kamianets, in particular, mainly focuses her analysis on ironical allusions in the Russian and English author's versions of Nabokov's Lolita (there are differences between the two)and strategies ofreproducing them into Ukrainian.
The phenomenon of intertextuality is elucidated to describe one of the translator's key strategies in the monographs by Hanna Kossiv "Vira Rich. The creative portrait of the translator" (2011) [8] and Valentyna Savchyn "Mykola Lukash as a devotee of the Ukrainian artistic translation" (2014) [10] . The scholars opt for absolutely different kinds of intertextuality due to the strategies of the translators they research: H. Kossiv focuses primarily on Vera Rich's translations of intertextual elements used in the works of Ukrainian authors (translating intertextuality) while V. Savchyn traces down intertextual references to the Ukrainian literature and folklore in Mykola Lukash's translations(translation intertextuality).
In probing the notion of intertextuality as motivated translation strategy one can stress too disparate approaches: [14, p. 21] .
Each new translation through the penetration of new temporal and cultural layers transforms the original and its previous translations. The original together with its multiple translations of different languages and epochs constitute a common universe where texts indefi nitely refer to each other and to themselves.
On looking at the legacy of intertextuality the article fl ashes out key fi elds of its adoption by translation studies scholars: 1) philosophical interpretation of the ontology of translation as an intertextual phenomenon; 2) discourse model mapping the concept of intertextuality as prototypical signs of the ST recognized by SRs and those of the TT identifi ed by TRs; 3) genre discrimination of metatexts according to types of their correlation with the prototext; thus translation is viewed as a fl uctuation of primary and secondary elements in the structure of a translation that determines its genre; 4) traditional idea of intertextuality as the presence of explicit allusions and quotations in the structure of the ST(most widespread trend); 5) polysystemic approach aiming to single out translation intertextuality, i.e. literary and paraliterary references to the target culture in the text of translation; 6) poststructural studies whose object is the implicit intertext (mythoworld, intertextual irony) and its translation potential (perspective research trend).
The analysis of intertextuality and translation studies confl ation raises one of the most topical theoretical problems -genre translation theory, now limited to some random ideas. The other perspective for further research is the systemic analysis of mechanism of implicit intertext actualization in translation.
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